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] Chill the black-eyed peas before 

introducing them to the mix to 

prevent them from overcooking or 

breaking down. 

] For the smoked tomato sauce, 

use a food mill rather than a food 

processor. Food processors oxidize 

the tomatoes, which makes them 

lose their red hue. With a food mill, 

they retain their vibrancy. 

] Chill the risotto before rolling 

into balls or cutting into shapes. The 

chilled mixture will hold better and 

maintain its shape. 

Hoppin’ John veggie burgers ($12, recipe, p. 

103) Executive Chef Cary Taylor, The Southern, Chicago

When faced with a growing base of vegetarian diners at 

his restaurant, Georgia native Cary Taylor, executive chef 

of Chicago’s The Southern, cheekily riffed on his mother’s 

favorite cooking tradition. His hoppin’ John veggie burger—

a patty of rice, black-eyed peas, and panko crumbs served 

on a brioche-style bun, has garnered more followers than 

Taylor ever imagined. “Being authentic and atypical can be 

a weird line to toe,” he admits. After a few failed attempts, 

he almost scrapped it. “Then we got the spice and the tex-

ture right, and it turned out.” Topped with Edna’s beets and 

served with mustard greens, it hits home for meat-eaters 

and meat-abstainers alike. 

The beets—roasted, peeled, and marinated in an 

aromatic simple syrup of cider vinegar, ginger root, and 

cloves—pay homage to Edna Lewis, the grandmother of 

Southern cuisine. “I show The Gift of Southern Cooking to 

every new cook I hire,” Taylor explains. “I lived in the Deep 

South for the first 22 years of my life—but didn’t truly 

understand Southern cuisine until I lived in Chicago.” 

Hoppin’ John arancini ($6, recipe, p. 102)

Executive Chef/Co-Owner Jeff Tunks and Executive 

Chef Brant Tesky, Acadiana, Washington, D.C. 

At Washington, D.C.’s, Acadiana, Executive Chef/Co-

Owner Jeff Tunks elevates traditional dishes while staying 

true to his Louisiana roots, always maintaining a respect 

for the bounty of the area. Such is the case with hoppin’ 

John arancini, a collaboration between Tunks and his 

longtime chef, Brant Tesky. In this case, the duo elegantly 

merges Italian and Creole flavor profiles for an appetizer 

that, like Taylor’s dish, simultaneously nods to the past 

and the present. 

After sweating Spanish onions and tasso, they fold in 

black-eyed peas and starchy, short-grain rice. They finish 

it like a classic risotto, chill the mixture overnight, and 

bring it back to life in the frying pan the following day. 

They serve it with a smoky tomato sauce: cold-smoked 

tomatoes with chipotles for depth and heat. 

“If you remove the tasso from the equation and build 

a veggie based-stock, you could make a really nice 

Southern-style entrée,” Tunks suggests. 

Hopped Up
Two chefs take on the hoppin’ John  by Emily Fiffer

FFor generations, families have gathered 

around tables on New Year’s Day to dig 

into the hoppin’ John for good luck. Some 

believe the collard greens symbolize paper 

money; others say the peas represent 

coins; still others insist a penny placed 

under each plate will further enhance good 

fortune.  

Like many traditions, the hoppin’ John’s 

history is muddled. Most agree that the 

rustic preparation of rice, black-eyed peas, 

and pork made its way to the Deep South 

via the West African slave trade. The rest 

is open to interpretation. The story behind 

the name comes with its own ambigui-

ties. Does it hail from the French “pois de 

pigeon?” From an image of children hop-

ping eagerly around the dining table? Did 

a limp-stricken man in 19th-century South 

Carolina peddle dried beans and rice? No 

one knows for sure.
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] Make sure you pulse the beans 

and rice thoroughly to give the 

paste binding power. You want the 

paste to be able to hold everything. 

] The product should be a fluffy 

moist mixture that’s dry enough to be 

able to hold its form and sear well.

] The syrup for the beets 

should be thick enough to coat 

them, but not so thick that they 

stick together.
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